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A B S T R A C T   

Lacking an effective strategy to simultaneously address the challenges of quantum efficiency, luminescence in-
tensity and thermal stability has become the key bottleneck for further development and large-scale application 
of solid-state lighting technology. Herein, inspired by the defect-engineering used in photoelectrocatalytic and 
photovoltaic materials, we acted in a diametrically opposite way and unprecedentedly proposed an anti-defect 
engineering strategy to develop high-efficiency phosphors. By constructing a rigid structure and introducing 
alkali metals M to remove cation vacancy defects, similar to building blocks and jigsaw puzzle, we developed 
three groups of whitlockite phosphors, namely Ca3-xSrx(PO4)2:Ce3+, Ca3(PO4)2:Ce3+,M and (Ca0.5Sr0.5)3(PO4)2: 
Ce3+,Na+,Mn2+, and synchronously realized the significant enhancement of photoluminescence intensity (2.46 
times), thermal stability (87.92% at 150 ◦C), cathodoluminescence intensity (3.34 times), quantum yield (from 
38.90% to 99.07%). We characterized the defect concentration by positron annihilation technique (PAT), and 
calculated Debye temperature (ΘD) and simulated the occupation of M according to DFT theory to reveal the 
improvement mechanism. Some advanced applications were also explored in this work, including warm-white 
LEDs, plant growth lighting and information security. The anti-defect engineering proposed in this work may 
contribute to the further development of high-efficiency phosphors for the next-generation smart solid-state 
lighting technologies.   

1. Introduction 

Since humans lit the first torch, the quest for more efficient and 
environmentally friendly lighting sources has never stopped. The ap-
plications of various artificial lighting devices, including incandescent, 
halogen, xenon, fluorescent lamps, and white light-emitting diodes 
(WLEDs), allow us to illuminate the world in an ever more convenient 
and efficient way. Among them, phosphor-converted-WLEDs (pc- 

WLEDs) technology has become the dominant lighting type because of 
its high efficiency, environmental friendliness, long lifetime, and flex-
ible applicability. However, there is still large room for the pc-WLED 
technology considering the needs of different application fields.[1] 
Phosphors are one of the most significant components in pc-WLEDs, 
which largely determine the performance of the lighting devices.[2] 
Nowadays, although there are many commercial phosphors such as 
oxides, sulfides, nitrides, fluorides, etc., unfortunately, there all have 
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some short-board of performance, such as low color rendering of alu-
minates, high spectral reabsorption and manufacturing costs of nitrides, 
poor stability of silicates and fluorides.[3] In particular, phosphates 
have good stability but generally have low efficiency, and the same 
dilemma also exists widely in red phosphors with larger stokes-shift. 

In the past few decades, material scientists and engineers spent great 
efforts to develop all kinds of phosphors with appropriate emission 
spectra, superior luminous intensity, high quantum yield (QY), and 
excellent chemical/thermal stability (TS).[4] Several methods, 
including experimental-oriented methods, artificial intelligence (AI) and 
machine learning[5], have been reported to explore new phosphors and 
regulate the luminescent performance[6,7], such as combined chemistry 
screening[8], genetic algorithm-assisted combinatorial search[9], 
single-particle diagnosis approach[10], high-throughput computing 
[11], mineral inspired prototype evolution[12], chemical unit cosub-
stitution[13], and new phase construction[14], etc. These design 
methods have extensively promoted the development of phosphors for 
WLEDs.[15,16] Still, the discovery of phosphors simultaneously 
showing several outstanding optical properties, especially those with 
both high QY and excellent stability, remains a significant challenge. 
[17–20] 

Defects widely exist in actual phosphors. There has been evidence 
that zero-dimensional (0D) point defects such as oxygen vacancies may 
significantly affect the luminescence intensity and thermal quenching 

performance of phosphors.[21] They could be harmful to luminescence 
by direct annihilation of incident photons or complex energy transfer 
processes.[22] For example, Due to energy transfer from Eu3+ to va-
cancy defects and non-radiative transition, the QY of ZnMoO4:Eu3+

dropped sharply from 70% to 32%, accompanied by a decrease of 
luminescence lifetime from 0.58 to 0.34 ms.[23] The same situation was 
also reported in SrZnO2:Eu3+[24], ZrO2:Eu3+[25], Mg2SiO4:Re3+ (Re =
Eu, Tb)[26], etc. Alternatively, defects in some phosphors could 
contribute positively to the luminescence by giving new emission bands, 
abnormal thermal quenching, or delayed emission features (afterglow). 
[27] Several examples of a significant performance enhancement can be 
found in phosphors, photocatalytic materials, and photovoltaic mate-
rials.[28–30] Obviously, effective defect engineering, through accu-
rately introducing or manipulating specific species of defects, should be 
an essential method to achieve required properties in luminescent ma-
terials.[31] Nevertheless, the understanding on the effects of specific 
defects on the optical performance in phosphors is limited. 

In this work, we proposed anti-defect engineering methods in whit-
lockite phosphor families belonging to phosphate and accordingly con-
structed phosphors with a rigid structure and fewer vacancy defects that 
possessed greatly enhanced luminescence efficiency and promising ap-
plications (Fig. 1). On the one hand, Sr was introduced into the cation 
site of Ca. A solid solution system was formed to improve its crystallinity 
and structure rigidity. The more rigid structure reduced the energy loss 

Fig. 1. Schematic diagram of composition design, property regulation, and potential applications of whitlockite phosphors in this research. The main property 
regulation methods include (i) constructing a rigid structure and (ii) eliminating vacancy defects, which are proven highly effective for improving lumines-
cence efficiency. 
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and contributed to photon emission. On the other hand, alkali metal ions 
were introduced into the phosphors, which removed the cation vacancy 
defects as emission quenchers. This research has made efforts to achieve 
a number of comprehensive improvements in performance, and espe-
cially the quantum efficiency has increased from 38% to nearly 100%. 
We further combined the two strategies to develop a high-efficiency red 
phosphor by efficient energy transfer. Finally, we explored the potential 
applications in this work in the fields of warm-white LEDs, plant growth 
lighting, information security, and anti-counterfeiting. 

2. Results and discussion 

2.1. Constructing a rigid structure in solid-solution system 

Phosphates are important hosts for high-efficiency phosphors. 
[32,33] Among them, tricalcium phosphates Ca3(PO4)2 and their de-
rivatives (well known as whitlockite in mineralogy) have attracted much 
attention due to the rich/adjustable crystallographic structure, suitable 
bandgap, good chemical stability, and excellent substitutability for some 
rare-earths.[34–42] Consequently, based on the optimal concentration 
obtained from our previous research, we started from the compound 
Ca3(PO4)2:0.07Ce3+ (abbreviated as TCP:Ce) and replaced Ca2+ with 
Sr2+ to synthesize phosphors with compositions of 
Ca3-xSrx(PO4)2:0.07Ce3+ [abbreviated as TCSP:Ce (0 < x ≤ 3)].[43] The 
X-ray powder diffraction (XRPD) examinations indicated that the 
diffraction patterns of TCP:Ce and TCSP:Ce (x = 0.5, 1, 1.5) were well 
indexed to a rhombohedral structure with the space group of R3c [PDF 
#09–0169, Ca3(PO4)2] (Fig. 2a). With the increase of Sr content x up to 
1.5, the diffraction peaks gradually shifted towards the low-angle di-
rection, and no impurity phase was observed, suggesting that a Ca-Sr- 
mixing solid solution was formed. In the compounds with Sr content 
of more than 1.5, however, new diffraction patterns attributed to 

another rhombohedral crystal with the space group of R3m appeared 
[PDF #24–1008, Sr3(PO4)2]. Thus, when x was larger than 1.5, the 
phase transformation from R3c to R3m occurred in the TCSP:Ce system. 
[44,45] 

The crystal structures generated from Rietveld analysis results of the 
R3c (x = 0) to R3m (x = 3) phases are presented in Fig. 2b, Figure S1 
and Table S1-S3 (Supporting Information). The R3c phase shows a 
more complex structure, with Ca2+ ions coordinated in five different 
polyhedrons [coordination number 7, 8, 8, 3, and 6 from Ca(1) to Ca(5), 
respectively] and P5+ ions in three different polyhedrons[46]. On the 
other hand, the R3m phase contains only two different Ca2+ polyhedrons 
and one [PO4] group.[47] The centers of the polyhedrons can be 
replaced by other isovalent or aliovalent cations, making it possible to 
design new isostructural phases. 31P solid-state magic-angle spin nuclear 
magnetic resonance (MAS-NMR) study was carried out to probe the 
variation of chemical environments around the P5+ ions. As depicted in 
Fig. 2c, multiple peaks were recorded in the TCP:Ce and TCSP:Ce (x =
0.5, 1, 1.5) samples. The multiple peaks gradually merged with the in-
crease of Sr content and finally converted to a single peak when x  = 3. 
The evolution of the 31P chemical shift was well consistent with the 
phase transformation when the Sr content was larger than 1.5. 

High-resolution transmission electron microscope (HRTEM) images 
and diffraction patterns (from three different directions, Fig. 3a) 
confirmed the single phase of solid solution in the TCSP:Ce (x = 1.5) 
phosphors. The grain with good dispersion and size between 1 ~ 5 µ m, 
which is conducive to the preparation of WLED and other related de-
vices. Element mapping of the TCSP:Ce (x = 1.5) particles by scanning 
electronic microscopy (SEM) show uniform distribution of atoms in a 
reasonable proportion (Fig. 3b). Meanwhile, in the HRTEM image of the 
TCSP:Ce (x = 2) sample, biphasic boundaries and different lattice stripes 
were observed, again indicating that phase transformation occurred 
(Fig. 3c). 

Fig. 2. (a) XRPD patterns of TCP:Ce and TCSP:Ce (0 < x ≤ 3) with the standard PDF cards. (b) Crystal structures of Ca3(PO4)2 (space group R3c) and Sr3(PO4)2 (space 
group R3m). (c) 31P MAS-NMR spectra of TCP:Ce and TCSP:Ce (0 < x ≤ 3). Solid solutions of Ca3-xSrx(PO4)2:Ce3+ were formed for x less than 1.5, and phase 
transformation occurred when x was larger than 1.5. 
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After the structure and morphology of the phosphor, the main 
luminescence properties were further revealed. The characteristic 
broadband emissions of all the TCP:Ce and TCSP:Ce (0 < x ≤ 3) phos-
phors at ~ 360 nm under ultraviolet excitation (Fig. 4a) illustrate the 
successful entry of Ce3+ into the cation position in the lattice. The 
excitation spectrum covered from 240 to 330 nm (Figure S2, Sup-
porting Information). The broadband emissions were attributed to the 
Laporte’s allowed electric dipole transitions of Ce3+: 5d-4f with 2F5/2 
and 2F7/2 transitions of Ce3+ fall back to the ground states respectively, 
which is merge reflected in the further broadening of the spectrum. 
Check the photoluminescence (PL) relative strength of the whole series 
for comparison under ensuring appropriate and fixed setting parame-
ters. The PL intensity was enhanced when the Sr content increased, 
reaching 2.43 times of the initial intensity (TCP:Ce) at the optimal 
composition of TCSP:Ce (x = 1.5). The quantum efficiency measure-
ments showed similar results. Under the same excitation at 310 nm, the 
internal quantum efficiency (IQE) increased from 38.90% (TCP:Ce) to 
44.18% (TCSP:Ce, x  = 1), 40.99% (x = 1.5) and then decreased to 
38.81% (x = 2), 37.52% (x = 2.5), and 30.37% (x = 3) (Fig. 4b). 

Debye temperature (ΘD) model was used to represent the structural 
rigidity of the studied phosphors, which provides an estimate of the 
temperature at which all vibration modes of a crystal are activated.[48] 
Fewer phonon modes can be obtained in a rigid lattice with high ΘD at a 
given temperature, reflecting a lighter energy loss due to thermal vi-
bration.[49] The values of ΘD were estimated by using DFT calculations, 
and they were plotted in Fig. 4c and Table S4, Supporting Informa-
tion. The results showed that the ΘD value increased from 541 (TCP:Ce) 
to 730 K [TCSP:Ce (x = 1.5)] and declined with a further increase of Sr 
content. The increase of ΘD value in the range of 0 ≤ x ≤ 1.5 was 
reasonable since more heavy atoms Sr entered the solid solution, thus 
constructing a more rigid structure. However, it should be noted that the 
structure rigidity could be broken with a further increase of Sr content 
(when x is larger than 1.5) due to the phase transformation. The Debye 
temperature model established a relationship between the luminescent 
efficiency and the structure of the studied Ca3-xSrx(PO4)2:Ce3+ solid 
solutions, indicating that a more rigid structure was favorable to achieve 
higher luminescent efficiency. Similar results have been reported in the 

studies of Y3Al5O12:Ce[50], Sr[LiAl3N4]:Eu2+[51], etc. A general 
explanation is that the probability of non-radiative transitions by lattice 
vibration should be reduced in a host with higher structure rigidity, thus 
contributing to higher luminescence efficiency (Fig. 4e) and better 
thermal quenching performance (Figure S3, Supporting Information). 

Furthermore, high-resolution X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy 
(XPS) was measured to investigate the surface valence states of Ce ions 
in the phosphors, which were used as evidence of the overall valence of 
the reaction to a certain extent thanks to the good chemical stability of 
phosphors. The Ce3+ ratio (binding energies at 900.86 and 882.61 eV) to 
the total Ce ions (binding energies of Ce4+ at 896.99 and 878.41 eV) 
increased from 29% (TCP:Ce) to [TCSP:Ce (x = 1.5)] and then decreased 
(Fig. 4d). This indicated that more Ce3+ ions might be incorporated into 
the solid solutions, which also could contribute to the enhancement of 
luminescence efficiency. In addition, according to the Gibbs equation 
[52], the entropy (ΔSe) increase induced by solid solution and biphasic 
can reduce the temperature barrier of the reaction and promote the 
improvement of crystallinity to a certain extent. 

2.2. Removing vacancy defects via alkali metal codoping 

Furthermore, we synthesized the second series of phosphors with 
compositions of Ca3(PO4)2:0.07Ce3+,0.07 M (M = Li+, Na+, and K+). 
These phosphors are named TCP:Ce,Li, TCP:Ce,Na, and TCP:Ce,K, 
respectively. The XRPD patterns showed that trace codoping of alkali 
metal did not change the crystalline phase with R3c space group 
(Fig. 5a). The surface of TCP:Ce,Na particles was analyzed with a 
spherical aberration electron microscope (STEM) (Fig. 5b). The high 
angle annular dark field image (HAADF) and annular bright-field image 
(ABF) images observed in the same direction indicated that the atoms 
were arranged orderly according to the crystal structure of Ca3(PO4)2 
(R3c). By analyzing the high-resolution transmission electron micro-
scope (HRTEM) images and the diffraction patterns along three different 
orientations, we found that the spacing of the (012) crystal planes 
decreased from 0.8346 (TCP:Ce) to 0.7998 nm (TCP:Ce,Na), which 
verified the incorporation of alkali metal into the crystal lattice (Fig. 5c). 
Also, XPS signals of alkali metals could be detected in the phosphors 

Fig. 3. (a) HRTEM images and diffraction patterns from three different directions of TCSP:Ce (x = 1.5). (b) Dispersion, grain image, and element mapping of O, Ca, 
Ce, P, and Sr by SEM in the TCSP:Ce (x = 1.5) phosphor. (c). HRTEM images of different lattice fringes, regions (red) and interfaces (blue) in biphasic system 
observed in TCSP:Ce (x = 2). (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.) 
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washed with water (Fig. 7a). Thus, the alkali metals should enter into 
the crystal lattice rather than be adhere to the surface as raw material. 

The three alkali-metal-codoping phosphors showed broadband 
emission spectra centered at ~ 360 nm similar to TCP:Ce. Compared 
with the TCP:Ce phosphor, the PL intensity increased by 2.46, 1.61, and 

1.24 times in the TCP:Ce,Li, TCP:Ce,Na and TCP:Ce,K, respectively 
(Fig. 6a). Meanwhile, the thermal quenching of emission was suppressed 
in the codoping phosphors. The PL intensity recorded at 150 ◦C in the 
TCP:Ce,Li TCP:Ce,Na and TCP:Ce,K kept 78.33%, 87.92% and 69.67% of 
the value at 25 ◦C, compared with 45.81% in the TCP:Ce (Fig. 6b). The 

Fig. 4. (a) PL spectra of TCP:Ce and TCSP:Ce (0 < x ≤ 3) under 310 nm excitation. (b) IQE under 310 nm excitation. (c) Debye temperature (ΘD) estimated with DFT 
calculations. (d) Top: high-resolution XPS energy spectra Ce in TCSP:Ce (x = 1.5) and bottom: ratio of Ce3+ in TCP:Ce and TCSP:Ce (0 < x ≤ 3). (e) Schematic 
diagram of improving performance by forming Solid solution-biphasic system, increasing entropy and enhancing the rigid host-structure. 
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cathodoluminescence (CL) of the TCP:Ce and TCP:Ce,Na phosphors 
were investigated with a field emission scanning electron microscope 
(FESEM). In both cases, the CL intensity grew up monotonously with the 
increases of applied current and accelerating voltage (Fig. 6c and 6d). 
[53] Under the same conditions, the maximum CL intensity of TCP:Ce, 
Na was 3.34 times higher than that of TCP:Ce. Excitingly, the IQE was 
significantly improved from 28.66% (TCP:Ce) to 96.05% (TCP:Ce,Li), 
99.07% (TCP:Ce,Na), and 96.92% (TCP:Ce,K), accompanied by a high 
value of the external quantum yield (EQE) at 73.15% (TCP:Ce,Li), 
77.33% (TCP:Ce,Na), and 74.26% (TCP:Ce,K), respectively (Fig. 6e). 
The greatly enhanced PL efficiency and thermal quenching performance 
are significant for solid-state lighting applications, especially for high- 
power lighting technology. 

Previous studies have found that adding alkali metal ions into the 
lattice may improve the luminescence properties of some phosphors 
[54,55]. However, the detailed mechanism was complex, and it should 
depend on the specific phosphors. In this work, the possible reason for 
the significant improvement of luminescence efficiency and thermal 
quenching resistance is discussed from the viewpoint of the defect re-
action equation. 

During the solid-state reaction of Ca3(PO4)2:Ce3+, a part of Ce ions 
(from raw materials CeO2) were incorporated into the host and reduced 
to Ce3+ states (probably to Ce•Ca). Still, there existed charge unbalance 
in this substitution reaction. This resulted in the formation of negative 

point defects VCa
’’ for charge conservation according to the following 

equation (Kröger-Vink notation, superscript ’ for a negative charge, ⋅ for 
a positive charge, and × for a neutral state): 

4CeO2+4H3PO4̅̅̅̅ →
Ca3(PO4)2 4Ce•Ca+2VCa

’’+4P×
P +16O×

O+6H2O↑+O2↑ (1) 

These vacancy defects VCa
’’ were adjacent to the luminescent center 

Ce•Ca and could have a negative effect on luminescence [56,57]. 
Meanwhile, different from the effective luminescence center Ce3+, the 
electronic configuration of Ce4+ is the same as that of inert atom Xe, 
with a full shell outer layer, which can not produce the front electron 
transition radiation., which could be quenchers for Ce3+ emission.[58] 

When alkali metal (M) oxides were co-doped with CeO2 into the 
Ca3(PO4)2:Ce3+ phosphor (the same concentration of M and Ce), the 
defect reaction equation should be changed to: 

2M2O+4CeO2+
16
3

H3PO4 ̅→
Ca3(PO4)24Ce•Ca+4M’

Ca+
16
3

P×
P +

64
3

O×
O+8H2O↑+O2↑

(2) 

A supercell Ca21P14O56 was established, and the formation proba-
bility of M’

Ca was evaluated with DFT simulation by taking Li as an 
example. The simulation results indicated that among five different 
cationic crystallographic positions or lattice gaps Li⋅i, the formation en-
ergy of Li’Ca in the Ca(4) site was lowest (Fig. 7b, Table S5, Supporting 

Fig. 5. (a) XRPD patterns of the TCP:Ce,Li, TCP:Ce,Na and TCP:Ce,K phosphors. The bottom gives the standard PDF card of Ca3(PO4)2. (b) STEM-ABF and HAADF 
images of the surface structure of TCP:Ce,Na. (c) HRTEM images of TCP:Ce,Na and diffraction patterns along three different orientations. 
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Information). Since that the alkali metal M should also occupy the Ca2+

sites, the numbers of vacancy defects VCa
’’ should be decreased and 

replaced by M’
Ca. We performed positron annihilation lifetime spectra on 

the TCP:Ce, TCP:Ce,Li, TCP:Ce,Na, and TCP:Ce,K samples. The results 
supported that the level of vacancy defects was pulled down after 
codoping of alkali metals (Fig. 7c). Also, XPS measurements on the Ce 
valence states indicated that the Ce3+ ratios in the phosphors with alkali 
metals were increased on a large scale (from 28.66% for TCP:Ce to 
57.91%, 57.26%, and 55.09% for TCP:Ce,Li, TCP:Ce,Na, and TCP:Ce,K, 
see Fig. 7d, Fig. 7e, and Table S6, Supporting Information). This may 
be attributed to the fact that the addition of alkali metals promoted the 
defect reaction in Eq. (1), making more Ce3+ enter the Sr2+ sites, which 
was also simply described as the charge compensation effect in the 
studies of other phosphor.[55] At the same time, the alkali metal oxide 
could also work as a flux during the solid-state reaction and promote the 

reduction of Ce ions. 
In this section, like an interesting jigsaw puzzle, we found that 

codoping three kinds of alkali metals greatly enhanced the luminescence 
efficiency and thermal quenching performance of Ca3(PO4)2:Ce3+, 
which could be majorly attributed to removing the vacancy defects VCa

’’ 

and lifting the Ce3+ ratios. Among the three species of alkali metals, the 
TCP:Ce,Na phosphor presented the best performance. This was possible 
because the Na+ ions showed the closest radius with Ca2+ ions, which is 
in favor of the reaction of Eq. (2). 

2.3. Synergistic regulation of luminescent efficiency for next-generation 
lighting technologies 

The next-generation lighting technologies require phosphors with 
higher luminescence efficiency, appropriate spectral region and better 

Fig. 6. (a) PL spectra of TCP:Ce, TCP:Ce,Li, TCP:Ce,Na and TCP:Ce,K under 310 nm excitation. (b) PL intensity as a function of temperature (from 25 to 225 ◦C) in 
four samples. (c) CL spectra of TCP:Ce,Na under 10–100 mA and 8 kV. The inset shows the CL intensity of TCP:Ce and TCP:Ce,Na as a function of applied current. (d) 
CL spectra of TCP:Ce,Na under 60 mA and 5–15 kV. The inset shows the CL intensity of TCP:Ce and TCP:Ce,Na as a function of accelerating voltage. (e) IQE of TCP: 
Ce,Li, TCP:Ce,Na and TCP:Ce,K. 
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luminescence stability. Importantly, higher luminescence efficiency can 
greatly reduce the energy consumption of lighting devices. Based on the 
results of Sections 2.1 and 2.2, we combined with strategies of cation 
substitution and self-charge compensation, and accordingly developed a 
new red phosphor namely (Ca0.5Sr0.5)3(PO4)2:0.07Ce3+,0.07Na+,yMn2+

(0 ≤ y ≤ 0.11, abbreviated as TCSP:Ce,Na,Mn). Notably, the codoping of 
Mn2+ as emitters enabled the improvement of luminescent efficiency to 
be extended to the red region, which is important for the applications in 
warm-white LEDs and plant growth lighting. 

The synthesized TCSP:Ce,Na,Mn phosphors exhibited structural 
stability up to 1000 ◦C and excellent resistance to humility, acid and 
base solutions (Figure S4, Supporting Information). The TCSP:Ce,Na, 
Mn phosphors showed an intense emission band centered at 620 nm and 
weak emission at around 360 nm upon excited with UV light (Figure S5, 

Supporting Information). The red emission was majorly attributed to 
the Mn2+:4T1→6A1 electronic transition via an energy transfer process 
from Ce3+ to Mn2+. 

We further fabricated two LED lamps by using the TCSP:Ce,Na,Mn 
phosphors to demonstrate potential applications initially. The related 
devices are manually packaged and manufactured by single component 
TCSP:Ce,Na,Mn or adding commercial phosphor, 310 nm UV-LED chip, 
gold wire, support and UV curing active material (Fig. 8a). The moni-
tored device spectra, CIE coordinates and photographs of two lamps as 
shown in Fig. 8b and Fig. 8c. The device performance parameters (CIE 
coordinates, CCT, and Ra) are shown in Table S7, Supporting Infor-
mation. In the first lamp, the TCSP:Ce,Na,Mn phosphors were packaged 
as a red-LED lamp, and the emission spectra were mainly located in the 
red region from 580 to 760 nm. Early studies have stated that only about 

Fig. 7. (a) XPS spectra monitoring the valence states of Li, Na, and K. (b) The formation energies Δ E of five different cationic lattice sites and interstitial vacancies 
occupied by Li in the crystal were calculated by DFT theory. (c) Positron annihilation lifetime spectra to determine the defect concentrations. (d) XPS energy spectra. 
(e) The ratio of Ce3+ ions to the total Ce ions in TCP:Ce, CLP:Ce, CNP:Ce, and CKP:Ce according to the XPS results. (f) The schematic diagram for the improvement of 
luminescence by removing vacancy defects. 
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5% of the solar radiation spectrum affects photosynthesis. The blue light 
(400–500 nm) can promote the growth of stem and leaf; red light 
(600–750 nm) can regulate the flowering cycle, which can accelerate the 
development of plants significantly, cause the plants to bloom, and set 
up early, which plays a leading role in plant color enhancement.[59] 
Besides, near-infrared light (850–1100 nm) can regulate root growth 
and nutrient absorption. The emission spectra of the red-LED lamp 
matched well with the requirement of absorption spectra for most green 
plants. The correlated color temperature (CCT) ≤ 2800, color rendering 
index (Ra) ≥ 35, high colour purity value recline in the region from 
89.21 to 92.67 and excellent color stability, and thus it was suitable for 
the application in plant growth lighting. In the future modern agricul-
tural development models, we can further design the time (or cycle), 
intensity, and spectrum (or light quality) of the plant growth lamp ac-
cording to plant growth needs to control the illumination accurately to 
improve the yield and quality of plants. 

In the second lamp, the TCSP:Ce,Na,Mn phosphors were combined 
with BAM (BaMgAl10O17:Eu2+), YAG (Y3Al5O12: Ce3+, Ga3+). The 
emission spectra covered the whole visible region from 400 to 750 nm. 
The CIE coordinate is located in the warm white region with CCT ≤ 4150 
and Ra ≥ 89. It has been a fact that if the CCT has a value less than 5000 
K, it is appropriate for the warm red light for the solid-state lighting 
applications. Also, the fabricated LED lamp showed excellent color 
stability upon long-term working. The above results indicated the TCSP: 
Ce,Na,Mn phosphor could be a good candidate of red phosphor 
component for the application in warm-white LEDs. To some extent, our 
initial attempt showed the potential to solve the problem that it is 
difficult to obtain low CCT with a single YAG: Ce3+ phosphor (low CCT 
standard: less than 4500 K), but there are still challenges to match with 
mass production chips to be further overcome.[60,61] Based on its good 
chemical and thermal stability, we consider that if the phosphor is mixed 
in ink and printed into an information security code or anti- 
counterfeiting pattern, it can also play a positive role in security pro-
tection. In any case, the anti defect engineering strategy may provide a 
new idea in the performance improvement of phosphors and the rela-
tionship between performance and crystal defects, also show the ex-
pected application potential in a variety of LED phosphors. 

3. Conclusion 

An anti-defect engineering strategy was proposed in this work to 
develop high-efficiency phosphors for energy-saving applications. By 
constructing a rigid structure and removing vacancy defects VCa

’’, which 
was similar to building blocks and jigsaw puzzles, significant improve-
ment of PL intensity (2.46 times), thermal stability (87.92% at 150 ◦C), 
CL intensity (3.34 times), IQE (sharply improved from 38.9% to 
99.07%), and EQE (up to 76.89%) was achieved. The potential mecha-
nism has been excavated - by forming a solid solution system to improve 
its crystallinity and structural rigidity, the more rigid structure reduces 
the energy loss caused by lattice vibration and improves the radiation 
transition of photons; via introducing alkali metal ions, the cation va-
cancy defect as emission quencher is eliminated, and the light energy 
conversion efficiency is significantly improved. Several advanced ap-
plications were explored, including warm-white LEDs, plant growth 
lighting, or anti-counterfeiting patterns for information security. In a 
nutshell, this novel design inspiration could be a promising strategy to 
comprehensively improve the luminescence performance, quantum ef-
ficiency, luminescence intensity and thermal stability of phosphors. 
Meanwhile, the angle of establishing the relationship between proper-
ties and crystal defects, and the potential applications mined, may open 
up a brand-new path for creating more phosphors or related products 
with luminous characteristics that meet the needs of the contemporary 
era. 

4. Experimental Section/Methods 

4.1. Material and synthesis 

Although sol–gel, hydrothermal, spray pyrolysis, and combustion 
methods have been reported to synthesize phosphors, considering the 
simplest and suitable for mass, the solid-state reaction method at high- 
temperature production was selected, and two groups of Ce3+ doped 
phosphors Ca3-xSrx(PO4)2:0.07Ce3+and Ca3(PO4)2: 0.07Ce3+,0.07 M (M 
= Li+, Na+ and K+), as well as one group of Ce3+ and Mn2+ codoped 
phosphors (Ca0.5Sr0.5)3Na0.07(PO4)2:0.07Ce3+,yMn2+ were prepared by 

Fig. 8. (a) Packaging the developed phosphors to LED lamps. (b) The monitored device spectra at different currents (5–30 mA) single component TCSP:Ce,Na,Mn 
(up) and combination of mixed commercial phosphors (down). (c) The CIE coordinates and photographs of two lamps for warm-white LED (left) and plant-growth 
lighting (right). 
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it. Briefly, the starting materials CaCO3, SrCO3, (NH4)2HPO4, CeO2, 
Li2CO3, Na2CO3, K2CO3 and MnO2 (99.99%, Aladdin company) were 
weighed according to the stoichiometry, and the amount of all cation 
sites has subtracted the overall doping concentration of Ce3+, M+ and 
Mn2+. Then thoroughly ground by hand in an agate mortar for 30 min 
and placed the mixture in a corundum crucible, and preheated at 850 ◦C 
for 1 h to release NH3, H2O, and CO2 in a muffle furnace in the air. 
Finally, under the reducing atmosphere of 10% H2 − 90% N2, the 
samples were ground and sintered again for 10 h in a tubular furnace at 
1250 ◦C. After slowly cooling to room temperature, the product was 
ground into fine powder and repeatedly washed with pure deionized 
water for three times to remove impurities for subsequent 
characterization. 

4.2. Measurements and characterization 

The powder diffraction data of phosphors for Rietveld analysis were 
collected at room temperature with a Bruker D8 ADVANCE powder 
diffractometer (Cu-Kα radiation) and linear VANTEC detector. The step 
size of 2θ was 0.02◦, and the counting time was 2 s per step. High- 
temperature in-situ X-ray diffraction adopts 0–1600 ◦C table heating, 
heating range 25 ◦C to 1000 ◦C, vacuum 10-3, heating rate 50 ◦C per 
minute. The morphologies of samples were characterized by field 
emission scanning electron microscopy (FE-SEM, EOL, JSM-7900F, 
Japan) at 20 kV. The microscope was equipped with energy-dispersive 
X-ray spectroscopy (EDS, Oxford, X-MAX) by Jem-2100 plus micro-
scope (Joel, Japan). More detailed structural imaging characterization, 
such as High-resolution transmission electron microscope (HRTEM) 
images, electron diffraction patterns and atomic structure images, were 
collected by special error corrected transmission electron microscope 
(AC-TEM) of Tianjin University of technology. The types of images 
collected are HADDF and ABF (Joel). The X-ray photoelectron spec-
troscopy (XPS) measurement was done on a Thermo Scientific Escalab Xi 
spectrometer using 150 W Al Kα X-ray sources, and all the binding en-
ergies were referenced to the C1s peak at 284.6 eV of the surface 
adventitious carbon. 

Photoluminescence (PL) and photoluminescence excitation (PLE) 
spectra were detected by a FLUOROMAX-4P photoluminescence spec-
trophotometer (Horiba Jobin Yvon, New Jersey, U.S.A.), equipped with 
a 150 W xenon lamp, and the step length was set up to be 1.0 nm. 
Thermal stability was tested using a heating apparatus (TAP-02) in 
combination with PL equipment. The absolute quantum yield (IQE) was 
examined by Hamamatsu photonic multi-channel analyzer C10027. The 
quantum yield was calculated using the data measured by FLS 920 
fluorescence spectrometer of integrating sphere (Edinburgh In-
struments, UK) at room temperature. The cathodoluminescence (CL) 
performance was tested on the modified Mp-Micro-S instrument 
attached to the SEM. The four-component lifetimes of TCP:Ce and TCP: 
Ce,M were measured by positron annihilation lifetime spectroscopy 
(PALS) to characterize their defect concentrations. By simultaneously 
measuring two BaF2 scintillation detectors and using the time difference 
between the rise of the two waveforms. 

The VASP package was employed to perform the structural geometry 
relaxation of the host matrices. Structural models were adopted from 
ICSD data. The generalized gradient approximation and automatically 
generated 4 × 4 × 4 k points were employed in the calculations. The 
energy cut-off of the plane-wave basis was set to 520 eV. The conver-
gence criterion for the electronic energy was 10-5 eV, and the structures 
were relaxed until the Hellmann-Feynman forces were less than − 0.02 
eV/Å. The Debye temperature (ΘD) was also estimated using density 
functional theory (DFT) calculations with the generalized gradient 
approximation (GGA-PBE) exchange–correlation functional to describe 
the interactions. An increased plane wave cut-off energy of 520 eV was 
used for cell optimization. The electronic iteration convergence was 10-5 

eV using the normal (blocked Davidson) algorithm and reciprocal space 
projection operators. An explicit k-mesh of 4 × 4 × 4 was employed. 

4.3. Application devices 

WLED: the blue powder BAM (BaMgAl10O17: Eu2+) and the yellow- 
green powder Y3Al5O12: Ce3+, Ga3+ were mixed with TSCP:Ce, 
Na,0.09Mn the ratio of 3:1:2; SLED: only TCSP:Ce,Na,0.09Mn phosphor. 
UV curing adhesive was used, the mass ratio of powder to adhesive was 
1:1, the LED chip was 0.2 W, 310 nm. 
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